Interdisciplinary Project (IDP)

Digitize German municipalities

Municipalities fall behind when it comes to adopting digital services. Citywise is a Mobile App fostering communication among citizens and towards administration with a focus on bicycle infrastructure. We as a startup company have been funded by the Munich municipality through the Apps4Muc program. In March 2020, we launched our service in Munich. We are currently investing heavily in marketing to grow our customer base among municipalities all over Germany. Join us on our exciting journey!

Your assignment

- Select one from a set of exciting challenges that creates impact on real users: connect Citywise to Twitter API, visualize statistics for user post and many more
- Embrace your challenge, commit to a project timeline and take ownership
- See how your feature performs with real users when it is rolled out to production

Theoretical Part

- Supervised with the TUM Entrepreneurship Research Institute
- Take Lecture such as: ‘Introduction to Entrepreneurship’, ‘Technology & Innovation Management’ or ‘Startup Financing’

Our Tech Stack

- Flutter
- NodeJS
- Google Firebase

Location

- We will have our meetings at MTZ Munich

Who you are

- MSc student (m/f) Informatics
- Experience with Flutter and/or NodeJS
- Ownership mentality
- Fluent in English or German

Curious? Send us a short introductory e-mail with your preferred project start date to:

apply@citywise.app